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 We are explaining to Amtrak Executives how to increase vacation based travel along the existing 

railroad network.  Our project focuses on how to design improvements to the network to decrease 

travel distance or decrease overhead costs.  An entire generation of vacation travelers has grown up 

only considering car or plane travel as the only viable transportation options.  For example, who at NPS 

has considered using Amtrak to travel from Salinas for a vacation?  The two major concerns for vacation 

goers on travel are time and cost.  Our network design will attempt to make Amtrak a competitive 

vacation travel option that is faster than driving a car, and less expensive than flying.  As a test case for 

this network design, we focus on travel to two vacation destinations, Walt Disney World, near Orlando, 

Florida, and Disney Land, near Los Angeles, California.  As the number one and two vacation destinations 

in the United States, optimizing travel to these locations would be a major step in re-introducing Amtrak 

as a relevant vacation travel option.  

 Following a thorough examination of the existing Amtrak railroad network, we determined that 

there were several viable expansion plans for the existing network.  Potentially the simplest, and least 

expensive expansion plan would be to reopen the currently closed section of track known as the Sunset 

Limited Line.  This section of track connects Jacksonville, Florida to New Orleans, Louisiana.  This 

expansion would be relatively inexpensive, as the track already exists, with the exception of small 

portions of track and several train stations that were damaged during hurricane Katrina in 2005.  Other 

expansion options included linking Oklahoma City, OK to Kansas City, MO; linking Kansas City MO to 

Jacksonville, FL via Atlanta, GA; and finally connecting Dallas Fort Worth, TX to Albuquerque, NM.  

Online open-source research revealed that the cost of laying new railroad track is approximately $1 

Million per mile, and we assume the cost of repairing damaged track to be 1/3 of the cost of laying new 

track.    

 We approached our mathematical model in through two different objectives.  First, we attempt 

to minimize the distance that a train will travel from a series of major population centers to our 

destination cities using only one or more of the different design options.  This method makes sense 

when considering that Amtrak is owned by the Federal Government.  The funding to create or update 

the network could come from the federal budget without the need for reimbursement.  In this case, the 

executives at Amtrak would only need to concern themselves with minimizing operational overhead. 

Our model assumes overhead is only a function of distance traveled by each train, so minimizing 

distance minimizes overhead.  Our second objective takes into consideration the tight fiscal situation of 

the federal government.  Under this scenario, funding of any additions and upgrades to the network is 

an interest free loan from the Federal Government that must be paid back within 20 years.  In this 

situation, Amtrak executives will want to minimize the cost of running the trains to a vacation 

destination and also take into account an added cost of recouping the money used to build the 

infrastructure. This can be done by adding an amortized ticket surcharge based on an average 4 daily 

trains for 20 years. This surcharge is assessed only on the track lengths that are created or updated. 



Finally, we combined all of the network design options into one master arc-set and allowed the 

program to pick the optimal path via distance and cost separately.  Temporarily, we added an additional 

constraint that the program could only pick one track upgrade option, forcing the model to decide which 

design option was optimal.  We later relaxed this constraint, and allowed the network to choose 

multiple options together. The relaxation of this constraint had no effect, as our model never chose 

more than one design option at a time.   

 The optimization program chose the building the ATL track expansion through 3 of 16 route 

options when optimizing for Time, chose reopening the Sunset Limited line for 5 of 16 route options, 

and building the ABQ track expansion for one route option.  When optimizing for minimum cost, the ATL 

track expansion was only selected once, while reopening the sunset limited line was selected for 5 of 16 

route options.  In both optimization models, the track expansion from Kansas City to Oklahoma City was 

never chosen.  The majority of the network improvements are utilized by travelers headed to Disney 

World.  For travelers to Disney Land, there were only 3 optimal improvements.  The only minimum cost 

route option to Los Angeles was the reopening of sunset limited line from Orlando.  When optimizing for 

minimal travel time to Los Angeles, two cities would have chosen two separate design options.  

Travelers from Dallas-Fort Worth would use the new track expansion to Albuquerque travelers from 

Orlando will use the reopening of the Sunset Limited line.  Our model also shows that minimizing the 

distance or travel time is not the same as minimizing cost in every case.  In some cases, the ATL track 

expansion option was selected for minimizing distance, but when assessing cost, it was not selected over 

the original network. We found that when the reduction in the shortest path from using this new track 

section was less than approximately 300 miles, it was not chosen for the minimum cost path.  Our model 

treats the cost penalty as roughly equal to operating the train for an extra 300 miles.    

 We used our model to compare family vacation costs for optimal train travel with known costs 

of car and plane travel available on the internet.  We compared the results to the cost of a plane ticket 

for a family of 2 adults and 2 children over age 2.  We chose this family demographic because it 

represents a realistic average family that would vacation to Disney World or Disney Land.  Train travel 

can exploit different pricing policies for children as a potential advantage in taking the train.  Airplane 

policy is to charge full price for anyone over age 2, while a train charges half price for children from ages 

2-15.  This advantage allowed the Sunset Limited expansion design to beat the price of an airplane in 10 

of the 16 route options.  When comparing the train travel time to a car, we added additional realism by 

only allowing a car to travel for 10 hours per day, and requiring stop at a hotel each night, at an 

additional cost of 60 dollars.   Car travel was almost always less expensive than train or plane travel 

because the price of car travel does not increase as the family size increases.  The two exceptions to this 

rule are: Chicago to Disney Land, where an airplane was the least expensive, and Dallas-Fort Worth to 

Disney Land, where the train was the least expensive.  When comparing the travel methods with the 

objective of minimizing travel time, we decided not to model airplanes because a car or train cannot 

hope to compete with an airplane in terms of travel time.  Therefore our family travel comparison 

focused on car vs. train travel.  The original Amtrak network had a lower travel time than cars in 15 of 

the 16 route options.  When considering the network design option of reopening the Sunset Limited 

line, the amount of travel time decreased more in 5 of the 16 route options.  The network design 

improvement allows the train to require less travel time than a car by a wide margin in all 16 route 

options. 



The first big takeaway from our model is that we performed network design with two different 

design objectives.  First, we modeled minimization of travel distance, which is relatable to time of travel 

by dividing by speed. Second, we modeled minimization of cost to Amtrak which directly translates to 

ticket price for consumers.  As noted previously, the minimization of ticket price would sometimes 

produce different results than minimization of distance.  These two objective functions allow the Amtrak 

executive to quickly make a design decision based on multiple Federal Budget scenarios.  An example of 

competing objective results in particular would be the Albuquerque route option.  When traveling from 

Dallas-Fort Worth to Disney Land, the Albuquerque route option was utilized when minimizing for 

distance, but it was not chosen when minimizing for cost.    

The second big takeaway is that if Amtrak does need to amortize the cost of new track, our 

network only adds a surcharge to those trains that actually drive over those tracks.  This is important 

because if a passenger rode the Amtrak train from Oakland to Disneyland, he or she should not have to 

pay an amortization surcharge for adding new track in Dallas or New Orleans, since the passenger will 

not go there. 

The third takeaway is something that we did not expect.  Conventional wisdom dictates that a 

plane is always more expensive than a train, and a train is always more expensive than a car for a family 

vacation.  Our network design model shows that in at least one instance Amtrak travel can be cheaper 

than driving the family car or flying the family on a plane.  This occurred with the Dallas-Fort Worth to 

Los Angeles routing.  This result is tremendously important because it shows that smart decisions in 

network design can produce meaningful results that are important to a decision maker.  An Amtrak 

executive wants to see how Amtrak can be competitive in the vacation travel market place, and our 

model shows the executive that smart expansion and upgrade choices in the Amtrak network can 

achieve these results. 

The final takeaway from our model is that there is a clearly optimal design choice if the Amtrak 

executive can only pick one design choice for Amtrak network improvement.  Refurbishment and 

reopening of the Sunset Limited Line from New Orleans, LA to Jacksonville, FL produces the best 

combination of time savings and lower ticket prices than all other design options.  Sunset Limited 

reopening was the optimal choice in 5 of 16 travel routes based on minimum distance and also the 

optimal choice in 5 of 16 routes based on minimum cost. 

There are many possibilities for follow on work based on the results of this initial project.  First, 

the President has proposed high speed rail throughout parts of the US.  These new rail lines and faster 

speeds could be added to our model to see how much better the network performance would be in 

terms of minimum distance or cost to a destination.  Second, rough averages of known overhead costs 

for operating a train were used.  The model allows exact overhead cost on every edge, but data 

granularity to have the exact overhead cost for every edge was not readily available.  Third, this model 

optimistically assumes 500 passengers on a train.  The amount of passengers on a train will vary based 

upon region or city the train is coming from.  Better ridership data could be used to model exactly what 

to expect on each train.  Lastly, the model used 8 starting cities and 2 vacation destination cities.  The 

best way to generalize the results would be to add more starting cities as well as more vacation 

destinations in order to better capture a more general model of the vacation travel market in the US.  

This capability is already built into our model, but it has yet to be exploited. 


